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Cauchy Problem for the Euler Equations
of a Nonhomogeneous Ideal Incompressible Fluid ţ
̨Ͳ́͐˻̢ˏ˗˽ɲᯃܦᑘਸჿ༑кɹ
ˠ˓͞⏎ዐিɴࢪɐʳ˱⏎˹⏎کᰍ
Shigeharu ITOH⏈
Рᚹǵଁ⏈

Abstract : It is shown here that the Cauchy problem for the Euler equations of a nonhomogeneous ideal
LQFRPSUHVVLEOHÀXLGKDVDXQLTXHVROXWLRQIRUDVPDOOWLPHLQWHUYDO,QFRPSDULVRQZLWKWKHSUHYLRXVSDSHU
[1] and [2] in references, we discuss the problem under the weaker assumptions to given data, and show
the existence of a solution by means of a simple constructive procedure, namely, by proving that a suitable
sequence of successive approximations converges.

Key words : (XOHUHTXDWLRQVQRQKRPRJHQHRXVLGHDOLQFRPSUHVVLEOHÀXLG

1. Introduction
Let us consider the system of equations :
⏃1.1⏆
⏃1.2⏆
⏃1.3⏆
in

where the density

and the pressure

are unknowns and

the velocity vector
LVDJLYHQYHFWRU¿HOGRIH[WHUQDOIRUFHV

ǵǵIn this paper, we solve under the following initial conditions :
⏃1.4⏆
⏃1.5⏆
Our theorem is the following.
Theorem. Assume that
⏃1.6⏆
⏃1.7⏆
⏇েմ߂ఠᔒᨆధఠᔒᡙএ

,#

i¦TkaR

⏃1.8⏆
such that the problem⏃1.1⏆⏎
⏃1.5⏆has a unique solution

ǵǵThen there exists
ZKLFKVDWLV¿HV
⏃1.9⏆
⏃1.10⏆
⏃1.11⏆
⏃1.12⏆

2. Auxiliary Problems
ǵǵWe assume that

is a given function such that

. Hereafter

are the positive constants depending only on the imbedding theorems.
ǵǵLemma 2.1.ǵUnder the assumption, problem⏃1.1⏆with⏃1.4⏆has a unique solution
⏃2.1⏆
ZKLFKVDWLV¿HVWKHHVWLPDWHV
⏃2.2⏆
and
⏃2.3⏆
where

Moreover, if we put

then the estimates

⏃2.4⏆
and
⏃2.5⏆
are valid.
ǵǵProof. It is well-known that, according to the classical method of characteristics, the solution of problem
⏃1.1⏆with⏃1.4⏆is given by
problem

with

where

is the solution of the Cauchy

From this, the estimate⏃2.2⏆results.

. Apply the operator
ǵǵNext, we establish
⏃2.3⏆
. Multiplying the result by
⏃1.1⏆

integrating over

on each side of
and summing over

we have the equality

ǵǵ7KH¿UVWWHUPRIWKHULJKWKDQGVLGHLV]HURE\LQWHJUDWLRQE\SDUWVVLQFH

.
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The second term can be estimated as follows :

. If we note that
ǵǵHence, we get estimate⏃2.3⏆

satisfies the equation

with

the estimates⏃2.4⏆and⏃2.5⏆directly follows from⏃2.2⏆and⏃2.3⏆.
ǵǵLemma 2.2.ǵLet

Ǜ

be the unique solution of⏃1.1⏆with⏃1.4⏆guaranteed in Lemma 2.1 and
Then problem

⏃2.6⏆
has a unique solution

satisfying

⏃2.7⏆
ǵǵǵ
. It
ǵǵProof.ǵ:H¿UVWQRWHWKDW⏃2.6⏆comes from applying the divergence operator on both sides of⏃1.2⏆
is well-known that⏃2.6⏆is solvable in

If we multiply⏃2.6⏆by

and integrate over

, then, by

integration by parts, we obtain the equality

ǵǵHence, we get the estimate

ǵǵNoting that⏃2.6⏆can be written in the form

and using the inequality

we obtain that for

ǵǵTherefore, from

with

the interpolation inequality and Young’s

one, we have the desired estimate.
ǵǵLemma 2.3.  Let

and

Ǜ
be the same as in Lemma 2.2 and

⏃2.6⏆guaranteed in Lemma 2.2. Then problem
⏃2.8⏆
has a unique solution

Moreover,

VDWLV¿HV

the unique solution of

,&

i¦TkaR

⏃2.9⏆
and
⏃2.10⏆
ǵǵProof. First, multiplying⏃2.8⏆by

, integrating over

and noting⏃2.1⏆, then, by integration by

parts, we have the equality

holds, and thus the inequality⏃2.9⏆is valid. Secondly, similary to the proof of Lemma 2.1, we get the
equality

ǵǵEach term is estimated as follows :

ǵǵHence the desired estimate is obtained.

Ǜ

3. Successive Approximations
ǵǵIn order to prove Theorem, we use the method of successive approximations in the following form :
⏃3.1⏆
and for

are, respectively, the solution of problems

⏃3.2⏆
⏃3.3⏆
⏃3.4⏆
ǵǵFinally, let
⏃3.5⏆
where

is the solution of problem

⏃3.6⏆
ǵǵLemma 3.1.ǵThe sequence

is bounded in

IRUDVX৽FLHQWO\VPDOO
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ǵǵProof.ǵWe note that we can obtain the inequality
Let us choose

where
and define
7KHQIURPWKHFRQVHTXHQFHVLQWKHSUHYLRXVVHFWLRQZH¿QGWKDW

ǵǵTherefore, by induction, we have the assertion of lemma.
ǵǵBy the direct calculation, we get
ǵǵLemma 3.2.ǵThe following estimates hold for

4. Proof of Theorem
ǵǵSet

and
Then we have

⏃4.1⏆
⏃4.2⏆
⏃4.3⏆

and
⏃4.4⏆
ǵǵIn the same way used for getting the estimates of

where

where

and

, we get

,*

i¦TkaR

where
ǵǵFrom these inequalities, since

it follows that

where

Consequently,

KROGV7KHUHIRUHZH¿QGWKDW

ǵǵThis implies that

ZKLFKVDWLV¿HVWKHHTXDWLRQV
⏃4.5⏆
⏃4.6⏆
⏃4.7⏆
⏃4.8⏆
⏃4.9⏆
ǵǵNow let us show that

Applying the divergence operator on both sides of⏃4.7⏆and taking into

account⏃4.6⏆
,⏃4.8⏆and⏃4.9⏆, we get
⏃4.10⏆
ǵǵHence, we have the inequality
⏃4.11⏆
which means

since

ǵǵThis completes the proof of Theorem .

Ǜ
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